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Background

- Hitomi confirmed what many people already knew… the existing atomic 
databases, codes, and laboratory measurements are insufficient to handle 
the “next generation” of X-ray spectroscopy 

- XRISM scheduled for launch in 2022; can’t solve all these problems by 
then, but can at least identify highest priorities and begin to make progress 

- Founded “Laboratory Astrophysics Working Group,” a team within XRISM 
project to study this 

- Submitted two white papers to Astro2020 Decadal Survey last week





Figure 1 from this paper





Atomic Data: H-like ions

Si XIV

Fe XXVI

For Si XIV, leads to 30% 
difference line flux -> 30% 
difference deduced 
abundance



Atomic Data: He-like ions

This is with only 2 electrons!





Impact of charge-state distributions

Figure 3 from Foster et al. (2012)
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Accuracy of transition energies for K and L-shell lines
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The goal for the coming years should be to reach the 
point where our scientific progress is limited by 
observational uncertainties, not laboratory ones.



XRISM Project convened Lab Astro WG in late 2018 to 
assess current state of field. Started by crowd-sourcing 
project out to XRISM Science Team to determine most 
important measurements XRISM will make, and what is 

required for these.











Lab Astro WG just (on July 10th) submitted two 
companion white papers to Astro2020 Decadal Survey

“Laboratory Astrophysics Needs for X-ray Calorimeter Observatories”
Lead author: Tim Kallman; focus: science above 2 keV

“Laboratory Astrophysics Needs for X-ray Grating Spectrometers”
Lead author: Randall Smith; focus: science below 2 keV

(US-based) Conclusions: Current lab astro funding comes form NASA APRA 
program. Supports ~25 programs per year (for three years each). We propose a 

modest increase in funding of $1.5M/year. This will support ~4 lab groups ($250K/
year) using existing facilities, as well as place one new EBIT at a light source 

($2M). Also support ~5 grad students or postdocs doing theoretical work


